
building materials

THIS ISSUE WE’RE looking at changes to the domestic frame 
& truss (henceforth F&T) marketplace, to both the materials 
being used and a seemingly widening gap between how the 
independents are coping compared to the corporate F&T 
operators.

Calling around to get a consensus on the health of the market 
reveals that actually there isn’t one to be had. Auckland F&T 
is said to be all over the place with some plants booked out for 
weeks and weeks ahead and others fl at. From the perspective of 
the corporates’ F&T capacity we hear they are very busy so some 
work is even being outsourced.

Despite appearances, Canterbury F&T hasn’t really taken off  
in terms of the rebuild, with some fabricators saying “it’s fl at 
as buggery”. Indeed we were told one of the biggest plants as 
recently as October had described the market as “dead”!

Across the country however some regions are fairly pumping 
along. Taranaki, Waikato and BOP would be positive but equally 
there are a lot of regions that are fl at-as, like the East Coast, 
Hawkes Bay and Napier.

As ever, it’s diffi  cult to get an accurate overview of the 
business of the corporate-owned plants. � ere is obviously 
investment in capacity happening but not all are experiencing 
smooth sailing – especially when it comes to staffi  ng and 
pricing, we hear.

Indeed, something I heard more than once was criticism of 
a cut-throat, cut-price outlook that’s pervasive around F&T 
circles: “� ere are some very good independents out there but 
some of the larger corporates are not doing themselves any 
favours by cutting each other’s throats with the lowest possible 
cost and questionable quality – to promote wood you have to 
have quality!” was one no-holds-barred comment. 

Is timber getting 

“educated”?
What’s the word around building materials 
and specifically timber right now? Will 
sticks be superseded by engineered 
timber? Are we really looking at the age of 
prefabrication? Steve Bohling reports.

Another player added: “� e F&T industry unfortunately has 
been too hell bent on providing the cheapest possible product. 
A lot of the independents would say the same – the corporates 
are putting a cheap product out there but the country as a 
whole and the end user are not being done justice to at the end 
of the day.”

So the F&T market really is all over the place. But the really 
interesting thing is that, although business is best described as 
“patchy”, there is plenty happening in frame & truss.

“SOLID TIMBER WITH AN EDUCATION” 
Despite the ongoing dominance of solid timber in frame & truss, 
one of the more interesting developments in the last 18 months 
or so has been the uptake in particularly independent F&T 
plants of Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL), from key players 
Juken NZ, Nelson Pine and CHH Wood Products.

LVL is like “solid timber with an education” – it’s a high-
strength engineered wood product manufactured by bonding 
rotary peeled or sliced thin wood veneers under heat and 

pressure. LVL was developed as far back as the 1970s for 
structural applications and can be used wherever sawn timber is 
used with a key advantage being that it can be manufactured to 
almost any length.

Why use LVL in place of stick timber? Isn’t it more expensive? 
Says one F&T insider: “It’s gun barrel straight – and stays that 
way if looked after – and the builders love it because of that!” 

And even though the premium for LVL over solid timber 
sits between 12% and 20% (on stud length solid timber framing 
depending on region and volume; for longer lengths the 

“A lot of the independents would say the 
corporates are putting a cheap product 
out there but the country as a whole and 
the end user are not being done justice”

Continued on page 50 
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IBS now has OSB for NZ
Independent Building Supplies (IBS) has been distributing 

panel products from its Auckland warehouse right around New 

Zealand for 21 years this year! Among IBS’s marquee brands 

is Egger, which is a German manufacturer of high pressure 

laminates and now Oriented Strand Board (OSB) structural 

building products.

The result of 4 years’ intense work, Jason Bardell at IBS 

explains Egger OSB products are being sourced direct from the 

mill in Europe. OSB is an engineered wood product, inherently 

dimensionally and stronger than particle board. Elsewhere in 

the world, OSB features large, including at Home Depot where it 

looks to be the number one panel product type.

Available in NZ now, Egger OS’Floor (above) is a high quality, 

strong and lightweight OSB structural fl ooring panel product. 

With a proven European track record it’s formaldehyde free, 

has the major axis and nail grid marked on the top face for 

easy installation (and inspection!) and is edge sealed with an 

asymmetric T&G profi le so installation is an easy single handed 

task. OS’Floor is also slip resistant when wet to German standards 

and its general moisture resistance is also high. Thanks to high 

strength of the product, Egger recommends an 18mm board for 

up to 450mm spans and 21mm for up to 600mm.

Due in February and also ex Germany, Egger OS’Brace is 

a 6mm structural bracing panel that has been produced in 

Germany since 2005. Offering the same dimensional stability 

advantages of being made from OSB, this product offers 

the precut/prenail sector an opportunity to add value for its 

customers by enclosing framing with OS’Brace in the controlled 

environment of the factory, says Jason Bardell. This in turn means 

quicker and superior enclosure on-site compared to paper not to 

mention faster completion of the project for the builder.

Both come with Environmental Product Declarations ex-Germany 

and comply with all relevant European and local standards.

www.ibs.co.nz

Connecting the market for 50 years

For full product range and results contact:

Pryda New Zealand A Division of ITW New Zealand Ltd
Free Phone: 0800 88 22 44
Website: www.pryda.co.nz   |   Email: offi ce@pryda.co.nz
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More on mouldings with SPP 
Established in 1999 with its Head Offi ce in Christchurch, 

Southern Pine Products (SPP) has grown to become one of the 

largest manufacturers and distributors of quality fi nishing timber 

products to the New Zealand market. 

SPP has also developed to become vertically integrated from 

the forest to the market with its own sawmill on the West Coast 

of the South Island (Stillwater Lumber Ltd) at the same time 

as offering a nationwide service from its strategically located 

distribution centres in Christchurch and Auckland. 

SPP’s current pine range includes weatherboards, fascia, door 

jambs, panelling, fl ooring, square dressed boards, mouldings 

(solid clear pine, fi nger jointed and pre-fi nished), rod and dowel, 

cut to length and laminated products. Southern Pine’s ECOEDGE 

MDF mouldings selection offers the broadest primed range in 

the country.

With such a comprehensive product offering, SPP’s Pocket 

Profi les Directory has been the go-to resource for tradesmen and 

account managers for many years. Jam-packed with valuable 

information as well as detailed drawings of all their current 

profi les, this booklet is a must have for detailers, estimators, 

specifi ers, builders and account managers. 

To secure your complimentary Pocket Profi les Directory to 

keep in the toolbox, glovebox or top drawer, request a copy via 

the SPP website or email sales@sppchch.co.nz.

www.sppnz.co.nz

More on mouldings with SPP 
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Available in five new colours, Seratone® Life is now 

produced using a VOC free paint system and is 

fully cured using UV light, giving improved surface 

performance and impressive gloss levels.

All Seratone panels and jointers are now anti-microbial, 

creating healthier, more hygienic spaces.

For more information and to view the full colour range 

please visit seratone.co.nz

Same Seratone®, even  
better performance.

Bathroom features Seratone® Nautilus with Nautilus jointers

TLG3283 Hardware Journal FP Seratone.indd   1 24/10/14   4:37 pm
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POWER-BRACK 15KN 
bracing solution

Single 15kn 
bracket 
option with 
screws.

NEW

 LESS FIXING PER BRACKET  
– faster and easier to install

 POWERS BLUE COLOUR  
– easily identified by inspectors. 15kn rating label 
on bracket

 INDEPENDENTLY TESTED  
– ST1020 P21 comparison test ST01020-R1

 SOCKETS INCLUDED  
– both 17mm for BT Screwbolt and 3/8 Nutsetter 
for Screws in two (2) pack format

 MECHANICAL GALVANISED SCREWBOLT  
– corrosion resistant

 HEAVY DUTY BRACKET  
– solid 5mm one-piece steel section

PH 09 415 2425 for your  
POWERS distributor or for 
data www.powers.com

premium is much less), one view is that this gap could and 
possibly should be more for “a premium product which should 
be attracting a premium price”.

First into New Zealand with LVL for framing was Juken 
with its local J-Frame product in 2009 but it’s fair to say it 
took some time to really penetrate the market due to a lack of 
volume production capacity which has since been increased 
substantially.

Paul Jordan is Juken’s Masterton Mill Manager, who explains 
in simple terms LVL’s main diff erence from solid timber: “Every 
stick and every piece of every stick is fi t for purpose so you 
don’t have to cut out defects,” he says, adding that although 
LVL comes at a premium per lineal price, not having to revisit a 
project, straighten walls or plane studs means time and money 
saved for the builder.

� ese key points hold true for all of the other LVL off erings by 
the way, not just Juken’s J-Frame product.

WHAT DO THE F&T PLANTS THINK?
Andy Van Houtte from Nelson Pine International confi rms 
that in the main the early adopters of LVL have been mainly 
South Island independents like Paul Robertson at Truss Tech 
in Cromwell who saw an opportunity in LVL and is currently 
reaping the rewards. 

Says Robertson: “My philosophy is to provide the best product 
we can but over the years we had issues with grading and 
framing and for that reason we weren’t happy with what was 
being supplied – we felt we were being ripped off  and so was the 
end user.”

He explains: “Ultimately what we were seeing is that 
people would straighten a house before they gibbed it and 
then put the GIB on but the timber was still moving in the 
background. Basically it was all giving timber a bad name and 
as an independent we wanted to be diff erent and better than 
everyone else.”

Before LVL, Truss Tech used laminated Doug Fir but could 
never get enough, hence the fi rm’s relationship with Juken and 
J-Frame. Another factor was LVL’s stability in the face of Central 
Otago’s robust climate.

“� e product was a little dearer than standard timber but we 
reduced our wastage signifi cantly [from 8% to 1%] because every 
stick was usable and so much easier for assembly,” says Paul 
Robertson, “So in actual fact our production capability went up 
and that gave our clients a really good product. � ey were saying 
at the time LVL was saving them up to 3-4 days on an average 
house in straightening time.”

Clients aren’t the only ones getting more done in less time… 
Truss Tech itself has also been seeing productivity gains in the 
order of 20% (that’s an extra day every week!) thanks to LVL.

WHAT DO THE BUILDERS THINK?
LVL may be a localised phenomenon but another LVL convert is 
Brent Stanley at PlaceMakers Central Otago: “Builders love it – 

 Continued from page 46
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Stay bang up to date 
with MiTek
MiTek now has apps for the ever popular MiTek Structural Fixings 

On-site Guide for Building Code Compliance. The iOS or Android 

apps are available from Google Play or the Apple store. 

MiTek is driven by design software and timber engineering 

and the company positions itself as technically accurate in the 

application of timber connectors and structural brackets within 

the structure. 

The On-site Guide is helpful to building designers who are now 

required to provide solutions and increase the detail they offer to 

builders. Builders and building offi cials also fi nd this guide useful 

because illustrations are clear and easy to follow on-site. Based 

largely on NZS 3604:2011 this is the 4th edition of the guide 

which was fi rst published in 2004 in response to changes to the 

Building Act. 

Downloading the apps and enabling them to be continuously 

updated means you always have the very latest information to 

hand – in direct contrast to the hard copy version which has 

struggled keep pace with both with new fi xing products and 

changes in application.

www.miteknz.co.nz

if we didn’t have LVL we wouldn’t sell!” he says.
Stanley talks of local builders previously having to spend 2-3 

days straightening solid timber framing but adds they just won’t 
wear that any longer. Using Nelson Pine LVL Brent Stanley says 
that’s cut right down to “a couple of hours at worst”.

Paul Dalzell at Nelson Pine International adds: “Once a 
builder has tried it they are very enthusiastic about LVL. So it’s 
really about breaking down that initial inertia, that resistance to 
price and looking more at value. 

“Getting that concept across to some is an unwinnable task 
but where there is a lot of automation and a lot of speed, F&T 
plants don’t want to be looking at each piece…” And for the 
merchants, there’s the additional benefi t of having just a single 
stock item.

Paul Stockford at Westlake Timber & Trusses in Wigram 
Park Christchurch, whose key customers “are as busy as 
I have ever known them” has been using LVL for the last 
year because “the market expects a better and better quality 
product for framing”. “We notice the difference in our 
manufacturing – it’s about the consistency of the product,” 
he adds.

It should be added at this point that LVL’s penetration further 
north has been slower, some of which is due to freight costs 

www.bostik.co.nz Tel. 0508 222 272

Builders Essentials

WallBoard Gold 
The original high strength, gap  
filling wallboard adhesive - tried  
and proven for over 50 years!  Non-drip, 
non-slump, ideal for indoor, outdoor  
and ceiling applications. Made in NZ.

Gold UlTra 
Solvent-free, fast curing,  
non-drip, non-slump 
Construction Adhesive.  
Ultra strong bond, ultra  
low odour, ultra low VoC.  
Ideal for Green Builds.  
Made in NZ.

SeAl N Flex 1
Paintable Class A weatherproof PU joint  

adhesive/sealant. Specified with James Hardie systems.

FIreCAUlk 
Fire and acoustic rated,  

sag resistant, paintable acrylic 
sealant for construction  

and expansion joints. 

MS SAFe SeAl  
Heavy duty MS Construction 
Sealant. High strength with  

good weather resistance.  
BrANZ appraised.

and proven for over 50 years!  Non-drip, 
non-slump, ideal for indoor, outdoor 

Al N Flex 1
Paintable Class A weatherproof PU joint 

Builders Essentials

Board Gold

Gold UlTGold UlTGold Ul ra
Solvent-free, fast curing,  
non-drip, non-slump 
Construction Adhesive. 
Ultra strong bond, ultra 
low odour, ultra low VoC. 
Ideal for Green Builds. 
Made in NZ.

Builders Essentials
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Strong-Bolt® 2 Anchor
ICC-ES ESR-3037

ET-HP™ Adhesive
ICC-ES ESR-3372

SET-XP® Adhesive
ICC-ES ESR-2508

ETA-11/0360 (Option 1)

Titen HD® Anchor
ICC-ES ESR-2713

ETA-12/0060 (Option 1)

Simpson Strong-Tie 
is your trusted source 
for ACI 355.2 seismic 
tested solutions

© 2014 Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc.  ANCHOR13-NZ

For more than 50 years Simpson Strong-Tie has been helping people build safer, stronger structures economically. 
The company has earned a reputation for providing customers with innovative, high-quality products and 
technical, field and training support. Today Simpson Strong-Tie offers an array of products for infrastructure, 
commercial and industrial construction. Many of these products have been qualified for use in Cracked Concrete 
and Seismic applications per NZS4219/NZS3101, based on testing requirements found in ACI355.2/ ACI355.4 and 
ETAG001. These products are a direct result of listening to the needs and challenges of our customers, then using 
our research, testing and engineering expertise to deliver innovative, high-performance solutions.

To speak with a Simpson Strong-Tie representative call 09 4774440 or visit www.strongtie.co.nz.
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Peak timber orgs merge
The merger of the Wood Processors Association and the 

Pine Manufacturers Association into the Wood Processors & 

Manufacturers Association of NZ (WPMA) is now a done deal. 

WPMA legally came into existence on 1 July with a new Board 

and Brian Stanley and Tom Boon as Chair and Deputy Chair 

respectively for a two-year term. 

The WPMA Executive Offi ce is staffed by Jeanette Sutherland, 

Debbie Fergie and Jon Tanner (CEO) and soon a Technical 

Manager to handle standards, certifi cation and assurances. 

WMPA’s remit spans the whole value chain post-forest gate. 

“The Board believes that there are great opportunities with this 

link-up to develop more cooperative and collegial relationships 

along the supply chain with links extending into forest-growing. 

WPMA currently has a group working on strategy that aims to 

create the environment for these new relationships to fl ourish.”

www.wpma.org.nz

exacerbating the premium pricing. But suppliers are working on 
mitigating this negative as the super-price-competitive and less 
weather exposed North Island F&T plants also begin to get their 
heads around what LVL may help them achieve.

FROM F&T TOWARDS PANELISATION
It should be said at this point that LVL isn’t the only innovation 
touching frame & truss right now. Cross Laminated Timber 
(CLT) is another interesting value-added timber product and 
then there’s elements of prefabrication also just around the 
corner of which panelisation in particular will touch F&T much 
sooner – in fact early next year.

Yeah right? Juken’s Paul Jordan reminds us that frames 
pre-1970s were largely built on-site and that when frame & 
truss started to come in there was much poo-pooing from the 
pundits…

Still, he insists: “� e next revolution is going to be 
panelisation, which is here. It’s been a global trend for a long 
time and the F&T guys will either have to adapt and come on 
board or they will go the way of the stick frame carpenter!” says 
Jordan.

We will look into panelisation and what the key players are up 
to in the next issue.  

Get your 
FREE MiTek 
Fixings  
Guide app 

www.miteknz.co.nz
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As many of you are aware Thermakraft 

experienced a devastating fire on the 4/7/2014. 

This fire gutted our facility and in counting 

the damage we lost products in stock and the 

valuable machinery that produces our products 

and technology. 

I am pleased to say 3 months later our message is one of  
overcoming adversity.

With adversity comes recovery. Through the strong ongoing 
commitment to our customers we decided to rebuild immediately and 
renew our facility through a major joint effort by all staff – getting 
the facility fully operational as quickly as possible.

Much progress has now been made with new stock arriving for 
many of the affected lines through air freighting product in and large 
volume sea freights now having arrived.

Unfortunately, the fire completely destroyed the machinery used to 
make our bituminous paper, the Covertek synthetic range and the 
new Synthetic Foil 397.

ADVERSITY BROUGHT FORWARD PRODUCT IMPROVEMENTS: 

IMPROVEMENT 1 – After a fantastic effort by the engineering team 
and contractors new bespoke bitumen machines have been built and 
are now in full production with the further advantage of an improved 
Thermakraft bituminous underlay product.

IMPROVEMENT 2 – The machinery for our manufacture of 
synthetics is currently being rebuilt and the fire has given Thermakraft 
the opportunity to enhance and develop this machinery, resulting 
in improvements to our synthetic products. Plans are well in hand 
to complete commissioning and be manufacturing product again by 
December 2014. 

Thermakraft –  
from the Ashes  
to New Rebuild

Thermakraft Industries Ltd 11 Turin Place, East Tamaki, Auckland 
P.O.Box 58-112, Botany, Auckland 2163   
Phone 0800 806 595 or +64 9 273 3727  Fax +64 9 273 3726    
Email info@thermakraft.co.nz   www.thermakraft.co.nz

INTELLIGENT MEMBRANES FOR THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

A message to our valued customers  
from David Williams CEO

RECOVERY  
Yet to be completed is the new building which is well underway and 
due for completion before the new machinery arrives in November. 

Further to this we have a taken steps to refine our product range 
and marketing material, making it easier to understand product 
specifications and comparisons, ensuring the right product is selected 
for the job.

Look out for our quick reference guide and wall 

planners to make product selection a breeze! 

Call Thermakraft on 0800 806 595 or visit our website: thermakraft.co.nz  
to check out our products. Data sheets are available for download.

Most of our products 

are clean & green!

PRODUCT SELECTOR
1 Covertek  

Suitable for roofs and workshop/garage lining FOR PITCHES >3º <10º 
• 403 Horizontal only on netting • 405/407 Horizontal unsupported • 405/407 Vertical supported  

FOR PITCHES ≥10º        
• 403 Horizontal / Vertical Supported • 405/407 Horizontal / Vertical Unsupported2 Thermakraft Bituminous Building Paper  Suitable for roof application 

• Thermakraft 213 supported at all roof pitches • Thermakraft 215 supported on roof pitches horizontal below ≥3º ≤10º3 Thermakraft Bituminous Building Paper  Suitable for wall application 
• Thermakraft 213 230gsm • Thermakraft 215 400gsm

4 Thermakraft Watergate Plus (295)  Breathable Wall Underlay  Suitable for all wall types 
• Watergate Plus - cavity, direct fix behind non-absorbent claddings 
• All wind zones up to and including very high5 Thermakraft Vapour Shield 101 • Vapour Shield 101 lightweight high-strength laminated poly- 

 ethylene moisture control barrier  • Ideal for use in skillion roofs and wet areas such as saunas   and bathrooms etc
6 Window Sill Tapes  

• Aluband 1mm heavy duty with Metalised foil backing • Bulldog 0.7mm strong Metalised barrier backing7 Drainage Matt  
• Drainage Matt 7mm black mesh designed to provide air and  
 drainage pathway under steel roofs on ply sarking and in wall  
 cavities when retro fitting insulation from the interior8 Underfloor Foil

•  Thermashield 347 perforated reinforced underfloor foil can be laid 
in a double drape (R2.5M2K/w)) or single drape (R1.3M2K/w) • Retro Foil 346 reinforced underfloor foil for fitting once floor laid  

 (R1.3M2K/w))
9 Thermakraft DPC

•  Supercourse 500, high-impact embossed polyethylene film  
 for DPC and concealed flashings.

10 Thermakraft DPM
• Thermathene Black 250µm tear resistant polythene film   concrete underlay 
• Thermathene Orange 300µm super high strength concrete underlay  
 for use as a moisture and vapour barrier in extreme conditions

MOISTURE 
VAPOUR 

CAN ESCAPE

MOISTURE VAPOUR CONTROL LAYER

MOISTURE VAPOUR 
CAN ESCAPE

MOISTURE MAKERS

Note NZMRM CoP (an alternative solution) advises 8º as the minimum pitch for self-support underlays 

Thermakraft products are suitable for installation within this guidance.

1

2

3

4

5

7

10

89
8

This guide is intended for quick reference and to assist with product selection.  
Additional detailed information is available at www.thermakraft.co.nz

Appraisal Air  
barrier

Fire  
retardant

Direct 
fix

Cavity 
fix Complies with Use with 

LOSP
Self- 

supporting       
Jointing 

tape 

Roof Underlay 

Kraft based 
E2 N/A ✖ E2/AS1 Table 23 ✖ White GP
E2 N/A ✖ E2/AS1 Table 23 ✖ White GP

Synthetic 
Code-Mark

BRANZ

N/A
E2/AS1 Table 23

White GP
N/A

E2/AS1 Table 23
White GP

N/A
E2/AS1 Table 23

White GP

Wall underlay
Synthetic 

applications 
up to incl 

“Very High”

BRANZ
E2/AS1 Table 23

White GP

Kraft based Thermakraft 213 230 E2
✖ E2/AS1 Table 23 ✖ White GP

Thermakraft 215 400 E2
✖ E2/AS1 Table 23 ✖ White GP

DPM  
Thickness

Thermathane
Black

Concrete 
underlay 250µm NZBC B2, E2

N/A White GP
AS2879:1995 

5.3.3
Thermathane 

Orange

High strength 
concrete 
underlay 

300µm
AS1326:1972 

(IR3) N/A White GP

Thermakraft product Application Weight gsm Appraisal Air 
barrier

Fire  
retardant

Direct 
fix

Cavity 
fix Complies with Use with 

LOSP
Self- 

supporting       
Jointing 

tape 

Underfloor insulation

R-value

Retro foil (346) Existing floors 109
1.3 H1 Acceptable

F150 Foil 

Thermashield (347)  
(Double Dekker) New floors 109

2.5 H1 Acceptable
White GP

Vapour barriers
Vapour shield 101 Moisture and vapour 

barrier 
99

NZBC
White GP

Thermakraft 346
109

NZBC
F150 Foil 

DPC
Thickness

Supercourse 500 DPC & concealed 
flashing 0.75mm BRANZ NZBC B2, E2

AS/NZS4347.1 
-1995 N/A

Window flashing tapes
ThicknessAluband

Window and door 
flashing

1.00mm BRANZ
E2/AS1 Table 2 ✖

Bulldog 0.7mm BRANZ

E2/AS1 Table 2 ✖

Call Thermakraft on 0800 806 595to check out our products. Data sheets are available for download.

This guide is intended for quick reference and to assist with product selection. 
Additional detailed information is available at 

applications 
up to incl 

“Very High”

Thermakraft 213 230Thermakraft 215 400
Thickness

Concrete 
underlay 250µm

High strength 
concrete 
underlay 

300µm
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e relevant system depends on numerous factors outside the control of Therma

 (fo

r example quality of w

orkmanship and 

design), T

herma

 shall not be liable for th

e recommendations in that lite

rature and the performance of th

e Product, in

cluding its suitability

 for any purpose or ability

 to satisfy 

the relevant provisions of th

e Building Code, re

gulations and standards.
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CONTACT THERMAKRAFT

Thermakraft’s large and varied range of products are available through all leading hardware 

stores, building supplies, timber merchants and roll formers throughout New Zealand.
Thermakraft Industries Ltd 

11 Turin Place, East Tamaki, Auckland, New Zealand  

P.O.Box 58-112, Botany, Auckland 2163

Free Phone 0800 806 595  Phone + 64 9 273 3727  Fax + 64 9 273 3726 

Email info@thermakraft.co.nz  www.thermakraft.co.nz
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Intelligent membranes 

for the building industry

Commercial Buildings

The recommendations contained in Thermakraft's literature are based on good building practice, but are not an exhaustive statement of all relevant information and are subject to any conditions 

contained in the Warranty. All product dimensions and performance claims are subject to any variation caused by normal manufacturing process and tolerances. Furthermore, as the successful 

performance of the relevant system depends on numerous factors outside the control of Thermakraft (for example quality of workmanship and design), Thermakraft shall not be liable for the 

recommendations in that literature and the performance of the Product, including its suitability for any purpose or ability to satisfy the relevant provisions of the Building Code, regulations and standards. 

Literature subject to change without notification. Latest documentation can be found on the website.

Thermakraft 

product
Composition Application

Weight 
gsm

Air 
barrier

Fire 
retardant

Direct 
fix

Cavity 
fix

Complies with
Use 
with 
LOSP

Self- 
supporting

Jointing 
tape 

Foil 
underlays

Thermakraft 397

Synthetic foil 

consisting 
of two 

polymeric films 

laminated to 

a high stenght 

polypropylene 
core 

Vapour Barrier 

Light diffusing  

Insulation layer   

Very clean white  

apperance

218

AS/NZ 4200:1994  

ASTM C-445 

NZBC B2, E2, F2

White GP

Thermakraft 344

laminated foil 

and white face 

on high strength 

sarking 

Vapour Barrier 

Light diffusing  

Insulation layer 

White apperance

104

AS/NZ 4200:1994 

ASTM C-445 

NZBC B2, E2, F2

White GP

Thermakraft 346

laminated 

double sided foil  

on high strength 

sarking 

Vapour Barrier 

Insulation layer    

Foil faced 

109

AS/NZ 4200:1994 

ASTM C-445 

NZBC B2, E2, F2

F150 Foil 

Synthetic 

underlays

Covertek  403 Synthetic 

breathable 

film laminated 

between layers 

of absorbent 

spun bound 

polyolefin

Moisture and air 

control barrier Ideal 

for areas were 

underlay will be 

exposed garages, 

barns, workshops etc

130 ✖ E2/AS1 Table 23  

NZBC B2, E2, F2 

NZS2295:2006  

CodeMark BRANZ

✖ White GP

Covertek  405

185 ✖

White GP

Covertek  407

220 ✖

White GP

Thermakraft

Covertek 
WHEN USED  

IN GARAGE  

& WORKSHOP 

APPLICATIONS

Thermakraft Covertek

      Thermakraft

E.&O.E.

J1408-09/14

Thermakraft wishes to thank our customers, architects, designers and 
loyal product users for your understanding and patience during this 
difficult period of product supply. 

From this adversity we are emerging as a new and vibrant company, 
well positioned to continue to lead in the development and supply of 
innovative underlays in New Zealand. We thank you for your ongoing 
loyalty, commitment and patience. 

Find our Quick Reference Guide 
included inside this edition of 
Hardware Journal, or contact 
Thermakraft for your copy.
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Flying in the face of multiple recent saw mill 

closures, bullish Red Stag Timber recently 

announced that it would build a new $60 

million world-scale sawmill on its Waipa site at 

Rotorua.

Operational from mid-2016, the state-of-

the-art “super-mill” will be manufactured by US 

firm USNR with an annual log input capacity of 

1.2 million tonnes running on two shifts.

The plant will have the latest sawmilling, 

scanning and optimisation equipment, which will tie into the Waipa mill’s 

current back-end bins and stacker (see aerial diagram). 

The investment will lift the company’s output from 450,000m3 a year 

to 700,000m3 in 5 years’ time with further site investment.

Red Stag group CEO Marty Verry says: “This new sawmilling 

technology, along with our existing kiln drying and treatment 

technology, is far ahead of anything currently used in New Zealand, and 

the results are straighter, dryer, stronger and more dimensionally stable 

timber for our customers and their customers.”

What’s Red Stag’s motivation? “We are seeing continued opportunity 

to increase market share during a period of strength in the New Zealand 

and Australian markets out to 2018”, says Verry. 

• Made in New Zealand from 0.55mm gauge 
galvanised steel

• Meet NZS3604 durability requirements

• Designed to comply with E2/AS1 requirements 
for air fl ow and moisture protection

• Pre-punched for easy fastening

• Strengthened design to prevent warping

When it comes to louvre vents and ventilation you can trust that 
Triumph Building Products has a range to suit your building needs.

For a Triumph Building Products vent contact your nearest hardware merchant anywhere in New Zealand

TRIUMPH BUILDING PRODUCTS  |  Auckland  |  Ph: 09 526 6813 |  www.triumphbuildingproducts.co.nz  |  Email: triumph@mcalpine.co.nz 

• A range of powder coated products

• Unpainted range for easy colour matching 

• Square punched vents range for ventilating eaves

• Louvre punched vents range for sub-fl oor 
ventilation

• Locally supported with a nation-wide sales and 
merchandising organisation for trade support

Designed and made in New Zealand to meet our conditions and building 
codes the Triumph louvre vents and square vents  feature the following:

M
PM
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47
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11
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4

Red Stag building Southern Hemisphere’s largest sawmill
After that however, he adds: “We expect a 

period of high competition and contraction 

of the sawmilling sector, as Christchurch and 

Auckland’s residential growth slows and the 

economy cycles.”

But wait, there’s more to come, says Marty 

Verry, adding that any contraction should 

be partly offset by more timber going into 

medium rise residential and commercial builds 

in urban centres, thanks to wood’s cost and 

prefabrication advantages.

The competition will be good for home builders, with Verry 

expecting timber prices to fall up to 10% as a result of the added market 

competition. 

What about the two dozen sawmills that have closed in New Zealand 

in the last 10 years, as larger and more efficient operations have 

expanded? 

“It’s a long term trend that we are determined to stay ahead of. I think 

we are probably the lowest cost producer in Australasia now, but this 

investment will mean another step change reduction to our cost base, 

mainly through scale and getting more recovery and value from logs.”

www.redstag.co.nz
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ibs.co.nz  
sales@ibs.co.nz  

Ph 0800 367 759   
Fax 0800 500 549 

E0  
Formaldehyde  

Free Glue 

EGGER OS’FLOOR  

         by IBS 
PERFORMANCE YOU CAN RELY ON 
FAST INSTALLATION AND EASY HANDLING  
 Pre-marked nail grid on the top face  
 Major axis marked on Surface 
 Edge Sealed T&G profile 
 Lightweight 

  
PROVEN PERFORMANCE 
 Strength and stiffness properties 
 Dimensionally Stable 
 Edge swelling protection 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY  
 E0 Formaldehyde-free Glue 
 Supports healthy indoors 
 
CERTIFIED 
 Fit for Purpose AS/NZS 1860.1 Particle Board 
 Continuous Third-Party Testing 
 Hardwearing—exposure tested by SCION New 

Zealand 

For samples, brochures and more 
info check out our webpage or  
contact us at sales@ibs.co.nz  

tm 

Why put “Wood First”?
Prior to the General Election, new timber peak organisation 

the WPMA, along with other interested parties, was asking the 

Government to put a “Wood First Policy” in place.

WPMA is suggesting a “requirement that all local and central 

government departments initiating building projects up to four 

storeys would have to design and price with wood as the primary 

structural material. Having done this the department could then 

decide whether to follow up on the wood option.”

What are the benefi ts of a “Wood First” style policy? Says the 

WPMA: “Because pro-wood procurement not only provides a 

fi t-for purpose, certifi ed and innovative building material it also 

helps grow jobs in the regions and ensures forests continue to 

protect the environment. Wood is the only building material 

that actually delivers on such a wide range of government 

objectives.”

British Columbia, Japan and France already have a Wood First 

type regulation, says WPMA, as does Rotorua District Council 

(logically, but alone amongst local bodies at this point), but 

the new Government has so far not been overly interested in 

adopting such a policy.

More on this soon.

www.wpma.org.nz

Have you 
hooked up with Pryda?
With the release of Pryda Build v4 late last year, Pryda is taking 

its market-proven whole of house software to the next level. 

Along with all the functionality that users have come to expect 

from Pryda Build I – such as an interactive 3D model, intuitive 

layout modules and powerful truss design tools – Pryda Build 

v4 packs a punch with some impressive new features like roof 

load areas, critical load paths and component design. To get the 

word out, Pryda is providing tailored in-house presentations at 

frame & truss plants. Call 0800 000 690 to fi nd out more about 

Pryda Build v4.

www.pryda.co.nz
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